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Feel Motivated and Inspired: Get Amazing Collection of Famous Quotes

Quotes and proverbs are integral part of every civilization. They have a profound influence on the social
scenario.

Nov. 25, 2010 - PRLog -- Quincy, MA, 23/11/2010 - “If you cannot fly, then run. If you can not run, then
walk. If you can not walk, then crawl. But whatever you do keep moving” –Martin Luther King. The above
quote has a powerful message and would undoubtedly encourage and motivate any individual reading it.
This quote is a famous one which stood the test of time. The best possible way to access various world
famous quotes is by banking upon allfamousquotes.net. The website, which has manually compiled famous
quotes and sayings include various famous quotes, inspirational quotes, motivational quotes, funny quotes
and sayings. The compilers have included most memorable and funny quotes and they are the best of the
lot. Everyone irrespective of their caste, race, religion, gender likes to quote famous people and to help
allfamousquotes.net can always be banked upon. Most memorable and witty quotes, sayings and proverbs
are added periodically in this website of famous quotes. Quotes on love, life and relationship are some of
the most prominent ones.

Life quotes found in the website are intended for motivation and inspiration. These quotes remind us that
life must go on amidst all up and downs that we face. ‘Life is the flower for which love is the honey’,
‘Confidence comes not from always being nice but from not fearing to be wrong’ are some eloquent
examples of life quotes that can be found in the site. These life quotes are sure to motivate and inspire all of
us in navigating the journey called life. The life quotes by famous personalities are also included in the
website. The collection found in this website is quite appreciable and has been immensely popular as well.

Love gives profound satisfaction and happiness. The publishers have dedicated a separate session for love
quotes. “All love is sweet, given or returned”,   “Love is a passion which kindles honor into noble acts”, “if
you want to be loved be lovable” are some of the finest love quotes that have been complied in the website.
The website is also updated with user’s contributions. As Somerset Maugham had rightly said” The ability
to quote is a serviceable substitute for wit”, quotations are used  by almost all of us in our daily life either
for sending messages or for stating our frame of mind.

# # #

About AllFamousQuotes

AllFamousQuotes is the website which presents bouquet of famous quotes on different topics such as love
quotes, life quotes, funny quotes etc. Quotes are considered as icons of culture and humanity. The website
lists a group of quotes to keep us motivated. 

For more information visit http://www.allfamousquotes.net
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